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The main principles of a phonetic word
organization in Biblical Hebrew are

discussed, with rules for vowel chan-
ges as to the place of the stress
formulated. A basic analogy in the
structure of a phonetic word and that
of a sentence is postulated, for spe-
cific .accent properties alongside with
a speCial vowel change paradygm depen-
dent on different positions as to
the word-stress vs sentence prosody
are characteristic for both.

1.1, There exists more or less 6
agreement about the importance gfngggi1yZing the pronounciational structure
of a text and its constituents, i e -sentences, tacts, or syntagms, phone-tic words etc, see for discussion fl1/Nevertheless , the rules Operating .Within such units as phonetic words andconcerning their pronuunciational stru—cture have remained rather a terra in—
cognita for an overwhelming majority dflinguistic descriptions (thus, very fewattempts,if any,have been so far madeto propose a calculus of phoneticwords possible in this or that langua-ge . The present paper is concernedwith an attempt to formulate the rulespf the organization of phonetic wordsfsee 2.1.,2.2,), to prepose the rulesor constituting bigger pronounciationalunits out of phonetic words,with theirspecific prosody, i.e. accent characte-ristics,and to discuss specific pro-sodic patterns of a sentence, with therules for distribution of phoneticwords and/or syntagms according to theirposition Within a sentence (see 5 ) allon the material of Biblical Hebrew (hen-ce EH). Discussing the organization ofa phonetic word, we'll offer a classifi-cationnof BH morphological units as totheir constructive class" (see 2 112/). To describe the structure a; 5’phonetic word and to classify specificpesitions within a sentence and/or a

phonetic word as to its prosody andthe
type of vowel changes, it appears necesmr
ry to provide a fragment of BH morpho-
nemics (or archiphonemics, see 2.2.,3 L

The main conclusions of our study
which might be of a certain interest for
future Hebrew studies as well as for stw
dies in the field of typology of sentence
prosody are presented in the last sec-

tion (see 4).
1.2. The BB material is of a great in-

terest for the analysis of sentence pro-
sody and other pronounciational charac-

teristics of the text, for the texts in
DR are not only supplied with vocaliza-

-tion marks, which is a rare thing for a
text in an ancient Semitic language, but
with accent marks as well. The BH distin-
guishes two systems of accents - poetical

ones (as in Books of Job, Psalms, Pro-
verbs) and prosaic ones (as in other

Books of the Bible) (see flor details /5A
/4/), Our study will cover the system
of prosaic accents only, basing on the

text of the Tanah in Tiberian vocaliza-
tion (early X cent, A.D,) without taking
into consideration minor problems concer-
ning specific vocalization marks (f,ex”
dages, swa medium etc) and other slight
inconsistencies within the text of the
Bible, for on the whole it appears obvio-
us that BH possesses a common system of
.rules for phonological, prosodic (See
figst above) and morphonological organiza-

on.
2.1. To study the structure of phonetic
words, it is necessary to classify the
units of the language into constructive
classes, according to their behavior as
as to accentual independence and t0 Ph°‘
901081031 processes operating on the
inter-unit boundary (a common stress be-
ing held for a main parameter to distin-
guish a separate phonetic word). In EH,

we distinguish three constructive clas-
see of units and three types of inter -
unit boundaries respectively: I. Bases,
3.6. the only units capable of constitu-

ting an independent phonetic word all
alone, which fall into accented ones
(here belong a great many lexical units:

Se 15.5.1

drbér 'word‘, ésmér 'he kept')and
Sfiggcgzntgd ones (here belong some prepa—

sitione as (a1 'upon', tahat 'underJ'et

alia, and some adverbs, as gam also );

' 051 .

Egggazgg level (the interunit boundary for

bases will be marked With #7? ). 2. :ifi——

xes, falling into declenSienal(or deeinig

tial, such as noun pl.masc. -im, fem.ao'f_

and word-formational ( as verbal stems gt )

fixes(prefixes), noun suffixes —on,—a¥ c

The affix boundary is marhed With + (tgr

lack of space welll not discuss hered te _

Opposition of prefixes, suffixes an_ tra

nsfixes in EH). 5. Clitics, falling in o

proclitics (as ha- (definite article ,pg;

'and',§e-'that,which', prepOSitions: 13-,

laJto',k aJlike',m1n ‘from'(traditiona .

1y denominated: prefixed prepositions)tanu

enclitics (here belong direct Obael't'

pronouns used with thihvgrb), the c 1 1c

‘ r is marked wi ‘. H

bouggfihytype of boundary is chareiteria—

ed by specific processes in ppera gen.

The-peculiarity of a clitical bounbary

is that another phonetic word may .e n

inserted into the phonetic word giveli-

only before it. Unlike - bases, 0

tics and affixes can not alone form ad

phonetic word, Within a phonetic gog ,

both affixes and clitics are ascri e d—

a rang as to their place. Thus, ¥?red

formational affixes tend to be p din

nearer to the base than desinencesgta

a set of clitic, each cll?lc_his i 1

specific rang, cp, an admissib e ggr

mwnce of proclitics, With the num bra-

of the ran; as to the base given 12(1)-

ckets: wa(1 §e(2)l§(5,4)‘ir fromtVAthe—

§é(?) 1a (5 ha(4)<ir ' and—Which— °2nce

t0WD...',as opposed to a wrong sequl- .8

“g “ the rocess laha > a i
Elli/alpha. ir ( p . era-

an example of a specific process 0? the

ting on a clitic boundary e- (comp.es in
rangs for clitics in clitic comp ex

Hittite and other Anatolian langfia»egfie
as well as in Berber, Cushitic e e atibi-

sPecific rules regulate the CEmPaffi-

lity 0f different types of cliticn, ore

Xes and bases with one another; a lies

tailed discussion of the prob em
, . or

outside the frame 0f the present pap 1d. . d 'dm1581ble wouAn ideal phonetic wor dAff(1)Aff(2)B’be: 01(1)01(2)01(5)01(4) _
nff(I)Aff(2)Cl, where 01 stands f°§f?-p$or
sition reserved for Clitlcs onlyf 2 Base
that of an affix, B— for that ° n“fl ‘gt;a_
figures in brackets Stand forty: 53%d
nsely enough. a normal phone l )hone-
can consist also of CLifi +Aff a 2s we
tic word of such a structur? :ehiv_i)7in

an unacccntod base). f,ex. b1( i or
me‘. So, we may use the form? ?ES and
'allocations with repetit1°“? Qords pos—
obtain the number °fo ph°net1°11 not

sible which equals 2 . .Natura 'fi’ beca-
every sequence possible 18 811°w° ’

Se 15.5.2

use of the restrictions on compatibility

* units (see above),Here>

between separate allowed phonetic
.ome exam les of '

wiizs: 1/ B #PCL: samarfi§_'he preserved

her', 2/ B+Aff :sfim2r+a‘she preserved',

tion is relevant but for a syn- @p-different phonological processes of vowe

' r. on the a: and + boundaries!),31

ggiy%lfi CLitB+Aff:vosebas11r+enu 'and-

' -in—book+our . .

ghgch for the further study in the prg;-

sody of phonetic words,it would betnec

sary to study the main stress pat erns

preper to it. In general, the maig of-

stress would tend towards the e? e is

a phonetic word.When the stress p ll

changed, there occur phonologicah y as

conditioned vowel changes. Thesedc a g

can be given in a special para ygg%'s

called an archiphonemic paradygm. t nit

call ' an archiphoneme' an abstrac .u

to be interpreted with any phoneme (in)

the sense of Prague School soundtypet d

belonging to set of phonemes dlstrlb: et

according to purely phonological gen :fiml

The units (i.e.archiphonemes) Wit .8 om-

mon set of honblogical rules (or a chi-

mon context) are united into one arcmic

phonemic paradygm. So, for archiphone to

paradygm of BH vowels the position is

the stress (see below) together Wit

Openness of the syllable is the main on-

'context—forming'feature, One mor: 9n—

text —forming feature 1; thelfiype o 1

—unit boundary see _. ,, ,_

different vowel changes on + boungary bra—

and # boundary).(0ne should remar in o—a

ckets that distinguishing between E ond

logiCally conditioned vowel changes andes

morphologically conditioned ones pgov30_

us With a most pewerful tool for helov

scription of morphonology and morp g 0

of BH, as well as that of Jodern He riw,

allowing,f.ex.,to reduce the number about

noun declensional classes to 4 fromta14)

l0 and verbal ones to a from abou B .

MOSt phonetic words consisting of abl

only are stressed on the last sylla_ 2.

except for words in(aCYCeC,V being e, ,

0 obtained by phonologicalLrulesa.rom

@fic and similar, like seper < eip§,ns

melek < *mnlk etc, some aramaic_ a.

(as 1amm§ Iwhyl) and a few real exceptions

(as léyla 'night', kodkod 'skull ). 13/

a phonetic word contains a clitical ant

or an affix boundary before the base'th

does not affect the stress and thus tn:

vowels (with an only exception being e-

verbal declensional prefix we-waw 39“?

cutivum‘). If an affix boundary’ ies w

after the Base, follow1ng Situations can

occur: a) affix belongs to unstieege1

ones us,f.ex., noun locative -a, ver a

1 Sp’rerf.-ti, 1 Pl Perfg-nu etc; then

no changes occur; b) affix belongs to ed

'stresaed'ones, then the stress is mov

to the affix, as with affixes liLe mast.

Pl.4im, fem.Pl, -6t,j Sg Fem Perf -a e c.
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(The information as to whether an affix
is 'stressed' or 'unstressed' is due to a
special morphological dictionary.) When
the stressed is transferred to the suffix,
vowel changes according to an Apchiphone-
mic paradygm take place (let's call it
AP I).For lack of space, the whole AP I
will not be presented here. We'll but
bring some examples: I (an archiphoneme):
it ~9‘5 in an Open syllable immediately
pteceding the stressed one, A
syllable not immediately berets the stress,
applying the rules to an AP ver‘ion
DA BA R of débar 'word' + ply- m, we
obtai a coprect form deparim,e~being
an automatic vowel; A 3 9 in an Open
syllable immediately Before the stressed
one, A -+ a in a closed syllable not
immediately before the stresaed one, so
from 3a Ma Q +-§ we get a correct form
samara (s e 2/), with an automatic 2

( The AP rules are to be applied begin-
ning from the stressed syllable),
If a clitical boundary lies after a B,
or B+Aff, the stress is removed to the
clitic ,-and the vowel changer opera—
ting come from a different Atlparadygm,
thus(let's call it an AP 2),'A ~> ina syllable not immediately before the
stressed one, and A -e a in a syllable

immediately before t e stressed one, and
according to thesg_ru1es welget a cor—

rect form out of SA Mi;R #t-a: sam§r#5
(see above, ex, ll), Therefore, it
is absolutely necessary to distinguish
between, two APs for a phonetic word,5. NOW let's pass to the analysis of

the structure of bigger units, i,b. syn—
tagms, or tacts, and the sentence pro—
sody prOperties, A syntagm may be equalto a phonetic word, or excede it. Within
the frame of a sentence ( in BB, the end
of a sentence is usually marked with ' )
several positions Can be identified,and
if we regard a sentence as an accentual
or prOSodical unit, these positions can
be treated as analogous to the positionsas to the stress place within a phonetic
word. These positions in a sentence are:an unaccented pOsition, a strongly stres—sed ( or a 'pausal') pesition and a nor-mally stressed (or a 'non—pausal')one,
The Opposition of s.c. pausal and non—pausal forms in BH ' has been knewn sincethe earliest descriptions of BH (see/5/,/4/). but no evaluation of a pausalposition (i.e., a position, for which apausal form is required) has ever been
proposed, Every position in a sentence
is characterized by a specific set of
cent marks used to identify it. SO, a
phonetic word ' ; within a syntagm oc-cupying a normally stressed positions hasno special _ accents, but for a
secondary stresa (the accent mark meteg)
on every closed syllable with a long vo-
wel, as in battim 'houses', the seconda—

BC-

~>Q in an Open

ry stress not affecting any nlfi The phone-
tic word within a syntagm in the position
under constderation may combine with so
Called 'weak disjunctive eccents' marking
the role of this or that constituent in

the logical organization of the sente ce
(here belong accents as Zakkef, geres and
some other), If a phonetic word occurs in

an unstressed position, it is automatiCally
united with another phonetic word or a
syntagm into a new syntagm, Moreover, an
unaccented base (see above) may not con-
stitute a separate syntagm. The unstres-

sed position is marked by the s.c, ' conju-
nctive accents', lying on the second(i,e,
stressed) constituent of a syntagm, the
graphic marker of the unstressed position
being also a horisontal line —linea makkef
between the constituents. a secondary
stress may appear on the constituent in an
unstressed position, unless it is an un-
accented base. F.ex., 3/ Gen.I,5 wayshi-
—(greb wayAhi-boker ' evening came and mor-
ning Came e _ . y -
makkef, f is éetggrgn asgfigggtigrwttdefn
an unstressed position, X - a conjunctive
accent merha marking an unstressed position
for yohi'be, was').

A phonetic word and/or a syntagm stands
in a strongly stressed (pausal) position
before a pause, i.e, in the very end 6f
a sentence and/or in the end of a logical-
ly complete passage. S.c, 'strong dis-
junctive accents' (atnah and silluk)
are used to identify the pesition in ques-
tion. The moat interesting property of
BH from the point of view of archiphone—
mics consists in the fact that there are
independent APs with Specific v0wel change
paradygm for each position., Thus, in a
strongly stressed position no vowel chan—
ges occur and the stress is never removed,
whatever structure a phonetic word may
possess, and another vocalism is charac-
teristic of it in comparison with other
pOsitions. Cp. following examples of syn—
tagms in strongly—stressed pOsitionsz4/
Kings EI, 11, 14: wattikrac (atelaya ’83‘'dqha wattkra' keser kaser 'Athalia tore
he? garments and s'houted:"l Treason,treasonN

X —sillfik, kaser-a specific form used
in a strongly stressed pesition fif the
Wgrd gesgr); 5/ Jer. 22,29: 'erec 'erec
'z. e. S' ' ' — '251581.813]. tlo dflt’éirwgrhg’ ofOYzJifivrig! ,land, land!

( A - tfih, '5rec- a strongly stressedposition form of erec); compare the dif'ferent V0W€1 patterns in : pausal:’Em§r-
ti, nongausal;'5mérti 'I said',’5m§r§vs'amaru ' they said'.

The unstressed position
a specific vowel pattern; its AP is close
t9 the AP I of a normally stressed posi—
tion, The only complication about the
VOW?1 patterns occurring in unstreSsedpeeltions is that they partly coincidewith the morphenemes;§ set of noun declen—
Sion, for there are specific morphological

also pOSsesses

31o Se 15.5.3

forms of nouna(those of construct state)

high are found only in this posing];1 in

wfi (, the position OI a phonetic w ..

luc’ ad/Or that of a syntagm) sp-

a sentence notitute one more 'context-ior—-

p?arsut?igothe above sense) parameter for

mlng? In this respect the prosodic or—

an A Ltion of a sentence in BH is analo—

ggaizto that of a phonetic word, comparee

also the analogy of the Operation 350: Z

Eondqry stress withinta gyntfigmnd: 'week

“‘- the o a. .
phonetic word and ‘: sentence A spe-
disjunctive accents in a d is characte-

cific archiphonemic para ygm i; a phone—

ristic for different pOSitionswell as for

'0 word as to the stress, as _ -

different positigniogfi C:qg§°:fi§lfg¥:§i£_
' .- n c l ,__, ‘

i; 2,;::::§?eis the _wcrd've sentence

' l osition. _ _ :-

ifnaBypthe way of analyz1ng the EEZECL

ples of a phonetic word organifan" and

and its functions w1th1n synrugogclucion

sentences we have arrived at a Etructure

of a basic analogy between t2: ; sentence

of a phonetic word and that‘ level of

at least on the archiphonemic be of some

presentation, This analogy mayt dies but

interest not only for Hebrew s gorical

perhaps for historical and typo ell The

studies of sentence prosody u; 2f as ana-

10 in the s rue »_ - :9 - -,

leiilated units of different :1“: diégfi,
limhcaex, morphemes, words e c tural

by some linguists. Can a Shyzillyc
amflogy between the hiere¥gaénk type _

regulated units OI a dig Li “I or

those connected with_ a linee% the lan-

ronunciational organization ?d WmatiC'

game, and not with the pafufgstke sen-

Organization of the languao: :1. (Anyway,

se of /I/ — be maintained : 91‘26 from
it might be interesting to agaggd matternfi
this point of view other lawa “of ; senten»

0f pronounciation orgunlzflgéonwficigfl
ce, as well as the rules Lc— 1,3825: within
Phonetic words of differgguru]; for pla-
them; consider, f.CX.). ear—rved p0-

Cing clitice in a spec1a11Y i‘tion in
sition, usually a second DOG: _pun

the sentence in many Indo-eulopggh for

and Afro-asiatic languages; the tence-
unstressed bases to occupy a Senqnd“so on).
final pOsition in Modern Hebrew c
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